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By Angelo Perone and Albert L. Xrickson 

Preeented herein are the results of a tind-tunnel investigation 
of aileron flutter up to 0.822 Mach number. lb purpose of the tests 
was to investigate one-degree--of-freedom flutter of en aileron on a 
wing having en T&CA 23013 section. !I%e tests indicated the absence 
of flutter of significant em&itude when a considerable amount of 
wing-tip relief existed and the greaence of flutter when the relief 
was minimized. The desirability of having as much of the aileron 
as possible in the relatively low-speed flow resulting from tip 
relief is discussed. !I!he agreement that existed between the predicted 
end actual flutter frequency was sufficient to indicate that sections 
of the-type testedtillnotalterthe exfstingrecommen dations for 
flutter snalysis. A normal variation of static aileron hinge- 
moment coefficientrith aileron angle wa8 found to exist at all 
the ted Mach numbers. 

lXTROICUC!lTON 

Most research on aileron flutter at kensonic speeds conducted 
in the paat has been tith uings having low4ragsections. Confides 
able discussion has arisen concerning the possible effect of chord- 
wise preseure-recovery gradient as a factor in control+nzrface 
flutter at high speeds. Since the NACA 23013 section has a 
relatively small pressure-recovery gradient compared to that of a 
low-drag section, its aileron flutter cheracteriatics were investi- 
gated. A second aFm of the tests W&E to compare the aileron flutter 
frequencies found experimsntally with those predicted according to 
the theory developed in previous research. A third purpose of the 
tests involved studying the effects of minimizing wing-tip relief 
by use of an end plate to observe the effect on the flutter 
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characteristice. The modeltestedhadan hoot semfspan,ea 
IWA 23013 airfoil section, and a round-nose aileron of &foot, 
spas with no aerodynamic balance. The testswere aonduotedin the 
Ames 16-foe-t high-speed wind tunnel. 
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aileron flutter frequency, oycleo per second 

aerodynemic frequency cyoles per second 

col!3FFrcJ3mm Am sYMBoIs 

'1zre epibols used in the analysis are defined as followsr 
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%b aileron defleotion, degrees 

(P’ phase angle between aileron displacement and resultant hinge 
moment, degrees 
(Positive values indicate a leading hiuge moment.) 

UJ flutter circular frequency, radians per seuond 

MOrELAKDAPPARATgs 

The model wing consisted of a steel box spar which was oo-vered 
with mahogany plywood shaped to the EACA 23013 airfoil section. The 
aileron was constructed of wood ribs covered with mahogany veneer. 
Mass balance of the aileron was acccmplished by means of lead weights 
forwerd of the hinge line. The aileron was of the round--nose, 
unsealed tspe with a 1/164nch gap and had no aerodynemic balance. 
Pertinent dimensions of the model are included ti the appendix. 

The model mounted in the wind tunnel is shown in figure 1. A 
>percent-thick strutwes used to support the wing tip during the 
tests to prevent, as nearly as possible, flutter of more than one 
degree of freedam. Figure 2 shcrws the end plate used to min3mIze 
spenwise flow neer the wing tfps, and-the pertinent dinrsneions ere 
shown in figure 3. 

Control of the aileronwas accomplished by me&118 of a control- 
cable system, a schematio sketch of whioh is shown In figure 4..:An 
eleotrical strain gage was fixed to the system to measure aileron 
hinge moment. 

The aileron angle was measured by use of a slitiire position 
indicator. A recording oscillograph_was used to record fluctuations 
of aileron engle and aileron hinge moment. 

METHOD 

During the initial stage of testing, a study of the chordwise 
flow over the wing was conducted up to 0.822 Mach number by means 
of the shadowgraph method as outlined in reference 2. Tuft studies 
of the upper surfaoe were also made. The remainder of the test was 
conducted with an end plate mounted at the wing tip for the purpose 
of minimizing the tip inflow observed during the tuft studies. 
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Time records of aileron deflection and aileron hinge moment were 
obtained on film by means of a recording oscillograph and the instan- 
taneous values were read directly from these records. Parts of some 
of the records obtained are shown in figure 5. 

The inertia of the aileron in still air with and without the 
m&as balanoe weights was found by clamping the trailing edge to a 
spring system of knm epring oonstant and finding the natural 
frequency of the system including the aileron. The inertia was then 
caloulated according to the relation 

I= K L2 
4 It= f= 

where K = constant of the spring system, L = distance from aileron 
hinge line to support of spring, f = frequency of osoillation of 
aileron. 

The test Mach rwmbers were oorrected for the constriction of 
the model and the tip support strut according to the method of refe+ 
en68 1. 

RESULTS AED DISCCSSION 

The results obtained and the accompanying discussion have been 
grouped in three sections: The first relates to the testing without 
an end plate, the second conoerns the effects of an end plate, end 
the third is a compsrison with empirical theory. 

Without End Plate 

In testing without an end plate, due to a faulty aileron position 
indicator, no usable osciYograph records of aileron deflection were 
obtained, In this phase of the testing there was no visually 
peroeptible aileron flutter. The possibility that flutter of low 
amplitude may have ooourred and gone unnoticed must not be overlooked. 
C~ssibility effects as indicated by shadowgraphs were first noted 
at 0.685 Mach number with the formation of a small shock wave on the 
upper surface of the wing at about the 2GpercenMhord location. With 
increase in Mach number, the wave moved aft on the wing and inureased 
in strength. At 0.822 Mtoh number a strong shock wave was noticed at 
about the 5Gpercentxhord point on both the upper and the lower 
surfaces. These two waves oscillated fore and aft on the wing between 
approximately the 4C- and 6Gpercent-chord points, indicating that 
flUCtuathg foroes were present. 
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The results of the tuft studies are shown in figure 6(a) by use 
of arrows pointing in the direction of the ai* flow. The predominant 
feature in the flow was the imflow from the wing tip. The pesence 
of this tip relief is important in that it produced relatively low- 
speed flow over about one-half of the aileron and served to lessen 
or prevent the extension of a shock wave from the inboaxd paxt of 
the wing all the way to the tip. So, even though flutter of this 
conventional section bid not occur in the rsmge of the tunnel tests, 
it cannot be construed, in light of the above evidence, that the 
type of wing section alone prevented f&utter. The extent to which 
tip relief is effective depends on the amount of the aileron experi- 
encing the effect of the low-speed flow. This criterion must be 
considered in any comparison of the flutter chszacteristics of the 
ITACA 23013 section with those of the low-drag section reported in 
reference 2. Comparison of both semis-pan wings shows that, while 
the aspect ratios were equivalent, the conventional section had an 
aileron that extended over only one&alf the model span; whereas the 
aileron of the low-drag section (reference 2) extended over almost 
the complete span tested, therefore subjecting a greater part of 
the contiol to strong compressibility effects. The advantage of a 
low aileron-span-to-wing-span ratio combined with low aspect ratio 
is thus evident in this case. 

With End Plate 

The purpose of utilizing the end plate was to subject as much 
of the aileron as possible to ccmpssibility effects by extension 
of sonic velocities towsrd the wing tip. It should be noted that a 
similar effect couldhave been obtainedby inward extension of the 
aileron. With the end plate, tuft studies (fig. 6(b)) indicated 
flow approaching a two-dimensional type over the wing and the 
subsequent extension of compressibility effects over the aileron. 
Under these conditions aileron flutter occurred at transonic 
airspeeds. 

Oscillograph records or the aileron position Indicated flutter 
at frequencies of between 16 and 20 cycles per second with amplitudes 
of not over 3.1-t (Amplitude as used throughout this report refer8 to 
total aileron motion.) In previous tests of a modelwitha low-drag 
section, motions as large as 20° resulted. It is difficult to account 
for the relatively small amplitudes of aileron flutter encountered 
fn these teats of a conventional airfoil in a simple manner on the 
basis of this Initial investigation. As a postulation, it is poseibie 
that the more favorable pressure gradient aft of the shock wave for 
the NACA 23013 aection, relative to that of a low4rag section, may 
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be a contributing factor in producing flutter of a decidedly reduced 
amplitude. It is also possible that in this teat, even with the end 
plate in place, the tip interference was sufficient to damp the 
aileron motion due to the relatively short aileron span. The flutter 
was, however, of a sufficiently violent nature to damage the aileron 
and terminate the tests. The flutter frequencies and the correspond- 
ing amplitudes for the different aileron mamente of inertia and 
reetraint conditions are listed in table I. 

Figure 7 presents the variation of s-k-tic aileron hinge-& 
coefficient Cha with aileron angle S, at various Mach numbers. 
The dispersion of the experimental data at Mach numbera of 0.793 
and 0.822 is due to fluctuations of the aileron poeition and hinge 
mamsnt. Figure 8 presents the change of statio aileron hinge-moment 
coeffiaient with change in aileron angle %@a a6 a function of 
&ch number. Anarmalvariation of &&/a& ex3atedatallMaoh 
numbers with a less stable condition (&ha/a6a lese negative) from 
0.75 to 0.822 Mach number. 

Comparison With Theory 

Comparison of the observed aileron flutter frequencies with the 
theory of reference 2 indicates good agreement. The flutter frequency 
was predicted using the relationship of equality of inertia force to 
aerodynsmic force component fa steady-state conditions. 

That is, 

lb= = i!JL CO8 cpp’ 
asa 

where 

and 

oombining 

4 fd 
a Wkr 1 1 1 360~ 
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For the sake of simplicity the solution of the preceding equation 
for aileron flutter frequency was accomplished graphically. As 
both sides of the last equation are fun&ions of the flutter 
frequency, this value was obtained by assuming a frequency for the 
inertia-force term Zr$ and solving for the frequency f in the 
aerodynamic-force component side of the equation, A plot of the 
initially assumed frequenciee against those obtained by solution 
of the equation enabled the finting of the theoretioal fluttez 
frequency. 5 plot is FnGluded in figure 9. Foam this plot 
flutter frequencies of 20.5 and 21.4 cycles per second were predicted 
for the aileron with and without the balance weights, respectively. 
5 experimental values of between 16 and 20 cyoles per second are 
considered to be in reasonable agreement with the themy. 

c0l!ELUs10lm 

Tests of the semispan wing~ileron ruodel~ith NACA 23013 sections 
indicated that: * 

1. The use of a uonizol surface having a large portion of it6 
span in a region of relatively low-speed flow arising fromwing-tip 
relief may aU3vaite transonic flutter. 

2. The conventional type of wing section, cm-d to low-drag 
sections, reduces the amplitude of the aileron fluthr but does not 
prevent it. 

3. The agreementthatetistedbetween the predicted8sdthe 
aotual flutter frequency was sufficient to indicate that seotfcms 
of the type teatedwill not alter the existing reoomendations for 
flutter analysis. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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Dimensional Data 

Span, feet . . m . 

Area, square feet 

Root chord, feet 

Tip chord, feet . 

Airfoil section . 

Aspect ratio . . . 

Aileron 

1. 

2. 

.................... 8.0 

.................... 31.0 

.................... 5.05 

.................... 2.75 

.................. NACA 23013 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.13 

Span,feet......................... 4 

Root chord, feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.980 

Tip chord, feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.688 

Area, square feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.34 

Aileron inertia (no balance weights) 
pound-inch seconds squared . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.413 

Aileron inertia (with balance weights) 
pound-inohsecondssquared................0.719 

Rem-lot, John G.: Blockage Corrections for Three-Dimensional- 
Flow Closed4FhroatWind 'Dtmnels, with Consideration of the 

+ Efect of C~~essibility. NACA RM mo. ~7~28, 1947. 

Erickson, Albert L., and Stephenson, Jack D.: A Suggested Method 
of AnalyzFng for TYansonic Flutter of Control Surfaces Based 
on Available Experimntal Evidence. NACA RM No. A7F'30, 1947. 
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IWe I.- Jmnscwic fAvHer of an t&&on m a semispan wihg wr;tlr m Iu4CA 23iZ3 sect& and iii 
eip&xd wi# an 8yIcI plate. 3 . 

Mach Aileron Aileron 
flutter 

number, frequency 
&?fitUde moment of 

inertia Remarks 

M kYq&@ /~W 
(h-lb set?) 

0.775 

0.775 

0.80 

0.775 

0.775 

0.775 

0.775 

20.0 

17.0 

16.2 

16.4 

18.6 

f7.0 

18.9 

3, / 

f.6 

2.1 

2.3 

2.1 

2.4 

I.8 

0.413 a= 2” aiferdvr free no stat/c bafance 

0.413 a=oo aileron free m static hlcmce 

0.4/3 a=00 aileron free Iwl static &he 

0.719 a=2O aikron free statilwllly biWced 

0.719 a=2@ aievOn free stalkat& bdmed 

0.719 a=F dercn free static&y bahced 

0.7f9 a=2O cygg- staaal&bavpplnced 

-KjiE&7 
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(a) Front view. 

- (b) End view. 
Figure l.- The WA 23013 wing in the Ames l&foot 

high--speed wind tunnel. 
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A-1224& 

(a) End view. 

_ ---. --- 
-- -. 

(b) View looking outboard. 
Figure 2.- The end plate in place on the model. 





Figure 3.- Qlmensions of the md plate. 

ail .*: 
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fibr/e 4.-plan view of ftk semispan kg w$$ an NACA 230/3 seciiion in the Ames /6-foof 
b&&speed wind funnel: 
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Figwe 5.- Typicd osci//ogroph records of ui/eron fhffer. 
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(a) Wifhauf end p/ale. 

Figure 6.- F/ow orer the upper surface of fhe model as tiown by tuft studies. Angle of attack, /*. 
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Figure 6.- Conchded. 
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Co/w/u fe d 
frequency, 
f> =yqec 

/5 20 
Assumed fregueacy, 

f# cy=‘e~sec 

25 

ComWon for sus tune d f/utter 

Twi=a~ff cos 4fd /360* 
u M- w 1 

figuf e 9.0 Gf uphicu/ so/ufion of the ui/eron f/utter 
frequency for two different momenfs of heft/o. 
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